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Sihl launches
new map
substrate

Enduro Inkjet 110 Classic 2s is intended to be used for maps and
construction drawings
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consisting of a PP �lm core and surface-treated inkjet

papers.

Enduro Inkjet 110 Classic 2s is described as ‘tear-resistant,

robust and offers best printability.’ Its high folding strength

and resistance to wet and tears means it is particularly

suitable for maps, technical drawings and similar

applications.

It is designed to produce best results with aqueous inkjet

printing and dye and pigment inks. The material has also

been successfully quali�ed on HP PageWide XL and is listed

in the HP medialocator with its own pro�le.

Finally, thanks to its multi-layer product structure, the

material offers a ‘durable solution and at the same an

affordable, eco-friendly and sustainable alternative to fully

synthetic media.’ It is PVC-free, FSC certi�ed, and the paper

�bres are recoverable through standard paper-recycling

processes. 
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